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Abstrat
Cosmopartile physis oers the exiting hallenge for the new Millenium
to ome to the true knowledge on the basi natural laws and on the way,
they govern the reation and evolution of the Universe with all the forms of
its present energy ontent. The theory of everything, the true history of the
Universe, based on it, the new soures of energy release and the new means
of energy transfer should ome from the prospets of osmopartile physis.
We may be near the rst positive results in this diretion. The methods of
osmopartile physis are briey reviewed.
1 Introdution
The modern osmology implies A) ination, B) baryosynthesis and C) dark
matter and energy, what inevitably leads to the whole ABC, with whih
the NATURE writes the true WORDS in the BOOK (BIBLIO) on the His-
tory and Fate of the Universe. Cosmopartile physis is aimed to nd these
Words, and to fae on without fear the WORD, whih was put into the
Beginning of Creation. Treating the Universe as the physial proess, the
methods, developed by osmopartile physis, resolve the main problem of
the modern osmology: they probe the true piture of the osmologial evo-
lution together with the whole set of physial laws, governing it. Based on
the fundamental relationship between miro- and maro worlds, osmoparti-
le physis oers the ross-disiplinary studies of the foundations of partile
physis and osmology in the proper ombination of their indiret osmolog-
ial, astrophysial and physial signatures.
Cosmopartile physis originates from the well established relationship
between mirosopi and marosopi desriptions in theoretial physis. Re-
mind the links between statistial physis and thermodynamis, or between
eletrodynamis and theory of eletron. Turning to the role of mirosopi
properties in marosopi phenomena or to the investigation of mirosopi
proesses by their marosopi eets, we, in fat, indiretly use the ideas of
osmopartile physis. In this sense all the methods of experimental study of
elementary partiles are based on these ideas, as well as these ideas underlie
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the theoretial desription of astrophysial proesses. To the end of the XX
Century the new aspets of suh links were realised in osmologial neessity
for the extension of the world of known elementary partiles and their inter-
ations and in the neessity for partile theory to use osmologial tests as
the unique way to probe its preditions.
Being the last word of the fundamental physis of XX Century, os-
mopartile physis oers to the new millennium the set of questions. Their
proper formulation is more than half of their proper answers. There are se-
rious grounds to expet in the very near future denite answers on some of
these questions. It speies the modern step of development of osmopar-
tile physis: on the basis of its priniples and in its framework it not only
sheds new light and oers nontrivial solutions for old astronomial problems
but also omes to positive preditions of new phenomena, aessible for their
searh.
2 The "eologial" aspets of the modern os-
mology
Eology studies the mutual relationship between the population and its en-
vironment. In this sense the mutual relationship between the fundamental
partile ontent, partile interations and the struture and evolution of the
Universe, studied by osmopartile physis, is eologial.
Lets speify the links between fundamental partile properties and their
osmologial eets in some more details. The role of partile ontent in the
Einstein equations is redued to its ontribution into energy-momentum ten-
sor. So, the set of relativisti speies, dominating in the Universe, realises the
relativisti equation of state p = ǫ/3 and the relativisti stage of expansion.
The dierene between relativisti bosons and fermions or various bosoni
(or fermioni) speies is aounted by the statisti weight of respetive degree
of freedom. The very treatment of dierent speies of partiles as equivalent
degrees of freedom physially assumes strit symmetry between them.
Suh strit symmetry is not realised in Nature. There is no exat su-
persymmetry (symmetry between bosons and fermions). There is no exat
symmetry between various quarks and leptons. The symmetry breaking re-
sults in generation of partile masses. The partile mass pattern reets the
hierarhy of symmetry breaking.
Noether's theorem relates the exat symmetry to onservation of respe-
tive harge. The lightest partile, bearing the stritly onserved harge, is
absolutely stable. So, eletron is absolutely stable beause of the onserva-
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tion of eletri harge. The mass of eletron me is related to the sale of the
eletroweak symmetry breaking, ΛEW : the standard model gives the eletron
mass as me = geΛEW , where ge is the Higgs eld Yukawa oupling. In the
same manner the stability of proton is onditioned by the onservation of
baryon harge and its mass reets the hiral symmetry breaking being de-
termined by the sale of QCD onnement, ΛQCD. The stability of ordinary
matter is thus proteted by the onservation of eletri and baryon harges,
and its properties reet the fundamental physial sales of eletroweak and
strong interations.
Extensions of the standard model imply new symmetries and new partile
states. The respetive symmetry breaking indues new fundamental physial
sales in partile theory. If the symmetry is strit, its existene implies new
onserved harge. The lightest partile, bearing this harge, is stable. The
set of new fundamental partiles, orresponding to the new symmetry, is then
reeted in the existene of new stable partiles, whih should be present in
the Universe and taken into aount in the total energy-momentum tensor.
Most of the known partiles are unstable. For a partile with the mass m
the partile physis time sale is t ∼ 1
m
, so in partile world we refer to parti-
les with lifetime τ ≫ 1
m
as to metastable. To be of osmologial signiane
metastable partile should survive after the temperature of the Universe T
fell down below T ∼ m, what means that the partile lifetime should ex-
eed t ∼ mPl
m
·
1
m
. Suh a long lifetime should nd reason in the existene
of an (approximate) symmetry. From this viewpoint, osmology is sensitive
to the most fundamental properties of miroworld, to the onservation laws
reeting strit or nearly strit symmetries of partile theory.
However, the mehanism of partile symmetry breaking an also have the
osmologial impat. Heating of ondensed matter leads to restoration of
its symmetry and to formation of topologial defets in the ourse of phase
transitions, orresponding to symmetry breaking. One an diretly observe
formation of suh defets in liquid rystals or in superuids. In the same
manner the mehanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking should reet in
restoration of symmetry and, depending on the symmetry breaking pattern,
to formation of topologial defets in phase transitions in very early Universe.
The defets an represent the new form of stable partiles (as it is in the ase
of magneti monopoles), or the form of extended strutures, suh as osmi
strings or osmi walls. In the latter ase primordial strong non-homogeneity
appears, triggering gravitational instability.
In the old Big bang senario the osmologial expansion and its initial
onditions was given a priori. The whole set of fundamental partiles, most
of whih are unstable, was taken into aount in the onditions of thermo-
dynami equilibrium, and the number of partile speies entered the rela-
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tionship between the temperature and osmologial time. The properties of
stable partiles ause muh more inuene on the physis of expansion. The
baryon mass at initially given baryon to photon ratio determines the hange
of equation of state in the transition from radiation to matter dominane.
The hemial omposition, resulting from primordial nuleosynthesis is de-
ned by the rate of beta-reations, determining the neutron to proton frozen
out ratio, by nulear reation rates and Coulomb interation (dening the
Coulomb barrier in reations with eletrially harged nulei). The period of
reombination of hydrogen is determined by eletron mass and its Coulomb
interation and sales of gravitational instability is dened by the dissipation
sale, being in turn determined by photon-eletron Compton sattering. In
the framework of standard model of partile interations the above miro-
physial parameters reet the QCD and eletroweak sales. In the early
Universe, when the temperature was of the order of these sales the QCD
and eletroweak phase transitions should have taken plae.
In the modern osmology the expansion of the Universe and its initial
onditions is related to the proess of ination. The global properties of the
Universe as well as the origin of its large sale struture are the result of
this proess. The matter ontent of the modern Universe is also originated
from the physial proesses: the baryon density is the result of baryosynthe-
sis and the nonbaryoni dark matter represents the reli speies of physis of
the hidden setor of partile theory. Physis, underlying ination, baryosyn-
thesis and dark matter, is referred to the extensions of the standard model,
and the variety of suh extensions make the whole piture in general am-
biguous. However, in the framework of eah partiular physial realisation of
inationary model with baryosynthesis and dark matter the orresponding
model dependent osmologial senario an be speied in all the details. In
suh senario the main stages of osmologial evolution, the struture and
the physial ontent of the Universe reet the struture of the underlying
physial model. The latter should inlude with neessity the standard model,
desribing the properties of baryoni matter, and its extensions, responsible
for ination, baryosynthesis and dark matter. In no ase the osmologial im-
pat of suh extensions is redued to reprodution of these three phenomena
only. The nontrivial path of osmologial evolution, spei for eah partiu-
lar realisation of inational model with baryosynthesis and nonbaryoni dark
matter, always ontains some additional model dependent osmologially vi-
able preditions, whih an be onfronted with astrophysial data. The part
of osmopartile physis, alled osmoarheology, oers the set of methods
and tools probing suh preditions.
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3 Cosmoarheology of new physis in the mod-
ern osmology
Cosmoarheology onsiders the results of observational osmology as the sam-
ple of the experimental data on the possible existene and features of hypo-
thetial phenomena predited by partile theory. To undertake the Gedanken
Experiment with these phenomena some theoretial framework for treatment
of their origin and evolution in the Universe should be assumed. As it was
pointed out [1℄ the hoie of suh framework is a nontrivial problem in the
modern osmology.
Indeed, in the old Big bang senario any new phenomenon, predited by
partile theory was onsidered in the ourse of the thermal history of the
Universe, starting from Plank times. The problem is that the bedrok of
the modern osmology, namely, ination, baryosynthesis and dark matter, is
also based on experimentally unproven part of partile theory, so that the
test for possible eets of new physis is aomplished by the neessity to
hoose the physial basis for suh test. There are two possible solutions for
this problem: a) a rude model independent omparison of the predited
eet with the observational data and b) the model dependent treatment of
onsidered eet, provided that the model, prediting it, ontains physial
mehanism of ination, baryosynthesis and dark matter.
The basis for the approah (a) is that whatever happened in the early Uni-
verse its results should not ontradit the observed properties of the modern
Universe. The set of observational data and, espeially, the light element
abundane and thermal spetrum of mirowave bakground radiation put
severe onstraint on the deviation from thermal evolution after 1 s of ex-
pansion, what strengthens the model independent onjetures of approah
(a).
One an speify the new phenomena by their net ontribution into the
osmologial density and by forms of their possible inuene on parameters
of matter and radiation. In the rst aspet we an onsider strong and weak
phenomena. Strong phenomena an put dominant ontribution into the den-
sity of the Universe, thus dening the dynamis of expansion in that period,
whereas the ontribution of weak phenomena into the total density is always
subdominant. The phenomena are time dependent, being haraterised by
their time-sale, so that permanent (stable) and temporary (unstable) phe-
nomena an take plae. They an have homogeneous and inhomogeneous
distribution in spae. The amplitude of density utuations δ ≡ δρ
ρ
measures
the level of inhomogeneity. The ase δ ≥ 1 within the onsidered omponent
orresponds to its strong inhomogeneity. Strong inhomogeneity is ompat-
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ible with the smallness of total density utuations, if the ontribution of
inhomogeneous omponent into the total density is small.
The phenomena an inuene the properties of matter and radiation ei-
ther indiretly, say, hanging of the osmologial equation of state, or via
diret interation with matter and radiation. In the rst ase only strong
phenomena are relevant, in the seond ase even weak phenomena are aessi-
ble to observational data. The detailed analysis of sensitivity of osmologial
data to various phenomena of new physis are presented in [2℄.
The basis for the approah (b) is provided by a partile model, in whih
ination, baryosynthesis and nonbaryoni dark matter is reprodued. Any
realisation of suh physially omplete basis for models of the modern os-
mology ontains with neessity additional model dependent preditions, a-
essible to osmoarheologial means. Here the senario should ontain all
the details, spei to the onsidered model, and the onfrontation with the
observational data should be undertaken in its framework. In this approah
omplete osmopartile physis models may be realised, where all the param-
eters of partile model an be xed from the set of astrophysial, osmologial
and physial onstraints. Even the details, related to osmologially irrele-
vant preditions, suh as the parameters of unstable partiles, an nd the
osmologially important meaning in these models. So, in the model of hor-
izontal uniation, the top quark or B-meson physis xes the parameters,
desribing the dark matter, forming the large sale struture of the Universe.
4 Cosmophenomenology of new physis
To study the imprints of new physis in astrophysial data osmoarheology
implies the forms and means in whih new physis leaves suh imprints. So,
the important tool of osmoarheology in linking the osmologial preditions
of partile theory to observational data is the Cosmophenomenology of new
physis. It studies the possible hypothetial forms of new physis, whih may
appear as osmologial onsequenes of partile theory, and their properties,
whih an result in observable eets.
The simplest primordial form of new physis is the gas of new stable
massive partiles, originated from early Universe. For partiles with the mass
m, at high temperature T > m the equilibrium ondition, n·σv ·t > 1 is valid,
if their annihilation ross setion σ > 1
mmPl
is suiently large to establish the
equilibrium. At T < m suh partiles go out of equilibrium and their relative
onentration freezes out. More weakly interating speies deouple from
plasma and radiation at T > m, when n · σv · t ∼ 1, i.e. at Tdec ∼ (σmP l)
−1
.
The maximal temperature, whih is reahed in inationary Universe, is the
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reheating temperature, Tr, after ination. So, the very weakly interating
partiles with the annihilation ross setion σ < 1
TrmPl
, as well as very heavy
partiles with the mass m≫ Tr an not be in thermal equilibrium, and the
detailed mehanism of their prodution should be onsidered to alulate
their primordial abundane.
Deaying partiles with the lifetime τ , exeeding the age of the Uni-
verse, tU , τ > tU , an be treated as stable. By denition, primordial stable
partiles survive to the present time and should be present in the modern
Universe. The net eet of their existene is given by their ontribution into
the total osmologial density. They an dominate in the total density being
the dominant form of osmologial dark matter, or they an represent its
subdominant fration. In the latter ase more detailed analysis of their dis-
tribution in spae, of their ondensation in galaxies, of their apture by stars,
Sun and Earth, as well as of the eets of their interation with matter and
of their annihilation provides more sensitive probes for their existene. In
partiular, diret experimental searh for osmi uxes of weakly interating
massive partiles (WIMPs) is possible. WIMP annihilation in galati halo
ontributes into the uxes of osmi rays, and their annihilation in Sun and
Earth is the soure of neutrinos aessible to underground neutrino observa-
tories. New partiles with eletri harge and/or strong interation an form
anomalous atoms and ontain in the ordinary matter as anomalous isotopes.
Primordial unstable partiles with the lifetime, less than the age of the
Universe, τ < tU , an not survive to the present time. But, if their lifetime
is suiently large to satisfy the ondition τ ≫ mPl
m
·
1
m
, their existene in
early Universe an lead to diret or indiret traes. Cosmologial ux of
deay produts ontributing into the osmi and gamma ray bakgrounds
represents the diret trae of unstable partiles. If the deay produts do not
survive to the present time their interation with matter and radiation an
ause indiret trae in the light element abundane or in the utuations of
thermal radiation. If the partile lifetime is muh less than 1s the multi-step
indiret traes are possible, provided that partiles dominate in the Universe
before their deay. On the dust-like stage of their dominane blak hole for-
mation takes plae, and the spetrum of suh primordial blak holes traes
the partile properties (ma! ! ss, frozen onentration, lifetime). The partile
deay in the end of dust like stage inuenes the baryon asymmetry of the
Universe. So osmophenomenoLOGICAL hains link the predited proper-
ties of even unstable new partiles to the eets aessible in astronomial
observations.
The parameters of new stable and metastable partiles are determined
by the pattern of partile symmetry breaking. This pattern is reeted in
the suession of phase transitions in the early Universe. The phase tran-
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sitions of the rst order proeed through the bubble nuleation, whih an
result in blak hole formation. The phase transitions of the seond order an
lead to formation of topologial defets, suh as walls, string or monopoles.
The observational data put severe onstraints on magneti monopole and
osmi wall prodution, as well as on the parameters of osmi strings. The
suession of phase transitions an hange the struture of osmologial de-
fets. The more ompliated forms, suh as walls-surrounded-by-strings an
appear. Suh strutures an be unstable, but their existene an lead the
trae in the nonhomogeneous distribution of dark matter and in large sale
orrelations in the nonhomogeneous dark matter strutures, suh as arhi-
oles. The large s! ! ale orrelations in topologial defets and their imprints
in primordial inhomogeneities is the indiret eet of ination. Ination
provides the equal onditions of phase transition, taking plae in ausally
disonneted regions. Phase transitions, taking plae diretly at inational
stage, an lead to strong inhomogeneity at any sale, Whih an lead to
formation of primordial blak holes of a whatever large mass. In the ombi-
nation with suessive phase transitions, taking plae after reheating, phase
transitions at inational stage an result in suh strutures as losed walls
of any size, ollapsing into blak holes after their size equals the horizon. So
the primordial strong inhomogeneities is the new important phenomenon of
osmologial models, based on partile models with hierarhy of symmetry
breaking.
5 Experimental probes for new physis
The new physis follows from the neessity to extend the Standard model.
The white spots in the representations of symmetry groups, onsidered in
the extensions of the Standard model, orrespond to new unknown partiles.
The extension of the symmetry of gauge group puts into onsideration new
gauge elds, mediating new interations. Global symmetry breaking results
in the existene of Goldstone boson elds.
For a long time the neessity to extend the Standard model had purely
theoretial reasons. Esthetially, beause full uniation is not ahieved in
the Standard model; pratially, beause it ontains some internal inonsis-
tenies. It does not seem omplete for osmology. One has to go beyond the
Standard model to explain ination, baryosynthesis and nonbaryoni dark
matter. Reently there has appeared a set of experimental evidenes for
the existene of neutrino osillations and WIMPs, and for the eets of new
partiles in the preise measurements of muon magneti momentum. What-
ever onvining and reliable these evidenes are, they indiate that may be
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we have already rossed the border in the experimental searhes for new
physis.
In partile physis diret experimental probes for the preditions of parti-
le theory are the most attrative. The preditions of new harged partiles,
suh as supersymmetri partiles or quarks and leptons of new generation,
are aessible to experimental searh at aelerators of new generation, if
their masses are in 100GeV-1TeV range. However, the preditions related to
higher energy sale need non-aelerator or indiret means for their test.
The searh for rare proesses, suh as proton deay, neutrino osillations,
neutrinoless beta deay, preise measurements of parameters of known parti-
les, experimental searhes for dark matter represent the widely known forms
of suh means.
Cosmopartile physis oers the nontrivial extensions of indiret and non-
aelerator searhes for new physis and its possible properties. In experi-
mental osmoarheology the data is to be obtained, neessary to link the
osmophenomenology of new physis with astrophysial observations (See
[1℄). In experimental osmopartile physis the parameters, xed from the
onsiteny of osmologial models and observations, dene the level, at whih
the new types of partile proesses should be searhed for (see [3℄).
Note that there is a way, in whih new physis may be elusive for the
existing methods of experimental partile physis: the higher is the energy
of olliding partiles the higher is the resolution in small spatial sales, but
if some abnormal forms of partiles exist, being extended in spae, their
existene an esape detetion. For example, if some tious spatially iso-
meri form of proton existed, having the form of a rod with the moleular
size length, it ould hardly been deteted by the means of deep inelasti
ollisions. For the moment, there is no theoretial reasoning for suh exoti
forms of known partiles, but the prinipal possibility for suh solutions an
not be ignored.
6 Cosmopartile physis of theories of every-
thing
The theories of everything should provide the omplete physial basis for
osmology. The problem is that the string theory [4℄ is now in the form of
"theoretial theory", for whih the experimental probes are widely doubted
to exist. The development of osmopartile physis an remove these doubts.
In its framework there are two diretions to approah the test of theories of
everything.
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One of them is related with the searh for the experimentally aessi-
ble eets of heteroti string phenomenology. The mehanism of ompat-
iation and symmetry breaking leads to the predition of homotopially
stable objets [5℄ and shadow matter [6℄, aessible to osmoarheologial
means of osmopartile physis. The ondition to reprodue the Standard
model naturally leads in the heteroti string phenomenology to the predi-
tion of fourth generation of quarks and leptons [7℄ with a stable massive 4th
neutrino [8℄, what an be the subjet of omplete experimental test in the
near future. Moreover, there are evidenes from EGRET galati gamma-
bakground measurements and underground WIMP searhes, favoring the
hypothesis of 4th neutrino with the mass about 50 GeV, and it was reently
shown that apture and annihilation of suh neutrinos and their antineutri-
nos inside the Earth, should lead to the ux of underground monohromati
neutrinos of known types, whih an be traed in the analysis of the already
existing data of underground neutrino detetors [9℄.
It is interesting, that heteroti string phenomenology predits even in
its simplest realisation both supersymmetri partiles and the 4th family of
quarks and leptons. Provided that both R-parity and the new gauge harge,
asribed to the 4th generation, are stritly onserved, the same model pre-
dits simultaneously two types of WIMP andidates: neutralinos and massive
stable 4th neutrinos. So in the framework of this phenomenology the multi-
omponent analysis of WIMP eets is favorable.
In the above approah some partiular phenomenologial features of sim-
plest variants of string theory are studied. The other diretion is to elaborate
the extensive phenomenology of theories of everything by adding to the sym-
metry of the Standard model the (broken) symmetries, whih have serious
reasons to exist. The existene of (broken) symmetry between quark-lepton
families, the neessity in the solution of strong CP-violation problem with
the use of broken Peei-Quinn symmetry, as well as the pratial neessity in
supersymmetry to eliminate the quadrati divergene of Higgs boson mass in
eletroweak theory is the example of appealing additions to the symmetry of
the Standard model. The horizontal uniation and its osmology represent
the rst step on this way, illustrating the might of osmopartile physis in
the elaboration of the proper phenomenology for theories of everything [10℄.
7 Conlusion
We an onlude that our ideas on the Universe experiene the dramati
hange, omparable with the one, aused by the Copernius idea that Earth
moves around Sun and by the Friedman's idea on the non-stationary Uni-
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verse. From the very beginning to the modern stage, the evolution of Universe
is governed by the forms of matter, dierent from those we are built of and ob-
serve around us. From the very beginning to the present time, the evolution
of the Universe was governed by physial laws, whih we still don't know.
Observational osmology oers strong evidenes favouring the existene of
proesses, determined by new physis. Obsevations favor the dominane of
new forms of matter in the total energy of the modern Universe.
Cosmopartile physis, studying the physial, astrophysial and osmo-
logial impat of new laws of Nature, explores the new forms of matter and
their physial properties, what opens the way to use the orresponding new
soures of energy and new means of energy transfer. It oers the great hal-
lenge for the new Millennium.
It's regrettful, that A.D.Sakharov isn't now with us on this way, but he
was with us in its beginning [11℄, and it's the aim of the present onferene
to present the new step in the development of Sakharov's legay in the eld
of osmopartile physis [12℄.
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